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Cumulative Updates for the 2013 State Revenue Catalog 
[Items in red are new since 8-5-14 list] 

 

CORRECTIONS 

[Corrections do not include minor typographical errors, minor wording changes in descriptions or notes, or 
corrected/updated dates unless the source of moderate to significant confusion.] 

Alabama: AL PB1. (correction) The signature within the decal card safety is Phillip J. Hamm. The listing 
description wrongly guessed it was Dowling. (Bowman) 

Arkansas: Eggs. (numbering error) The second “E103”, 1 dozen, black, should be number E104. (Florer) 

Iowa: Feed Inspection Tags. (correction) FET13 and FET14. Description should read “brown patch”. (Matesen, 
Wrisley) 

Louisiana: Tobacco. (correction) 1945? series T46-53 “a” varieties are colorless roulette. T48cS is the only black 
roulette confirmed in the series. 

Mississippi: Feed Inspection. (omitted) FE69, 50 pounds, blue, $50 unused/used. (Jackson) 

South Carolina: (correction). Recent, better scanned images show: SD65, 76c, brownish red. (Fulmer, Wylie) 

South Carolina: (numbering error) Oil. Change O32-37 to O34-39 (Jackson). 

Texas: Beer. (description error) B31b description should refer to prefix letter.  

Texas: Liquor. (numbering error) Change L16/L16a to L16B/L16Ba (Jackson) 

Washington: (correction) CM2a, 2b, 2c, and 3 should be CM3, CM3a, CM3b, and CM4. 

Wisconsin: (correction) B47a. Color should be “rose” as for the others. (Jackson) 

 

NEW 

Alabama: Cigarettes. (new) C26. 2014. Heat transfer decal. 12x12mm. Brown map and black text on light green. 
“ALABAMA/20 CIGARETTES/TAX PAID”. Two-line gray control number. Safety of 5mm round pink seals. $0.50 
used. (Frederick, Troutman) 

Arizona: Beer. (new) B5d, 80c brown (shades), perf 12-1/2. $15 used. (Kohtz) 

Arizona: Native Plant Tags. (new) Like NPT43/44. NPT44A, bright orange, “Native Plant/less than 8””. $10 
(Nelson) 

California:  Insurance remainders. (new) Single block of four known for each of the following. No Controller’s 
hand-stamp; thin paper, large margins. (Keiser) 

DN5R, 30c; DN6R, 40c; DN8R, 70c; DN9R, $1.00; DN12R, $3.00; DN13R, $4.00; DN15R, $7.00; DN16R, $10.00; 
DN17R, $15.00; DN19R, $19.00 

California: Eggs. (new) E1A, lt yellow, “-“ used. Like E1, but “U.S. AND CALIFORNIA”. (Florer) 
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Florida: Documentary. (new) FL D37b, 15c blue, $5 used. (Kohtz) 

Georgia: Liquor. GA L92A: 12-1/2c olive green, $5 used (Hines) 

Georgia: Beer, Military. (new) BT1A, P. Ballantine & Sons, 1 qt, red, black & lt brown; “3.2% ALCOHOL-NO 
GEORGIA TAX PAID” in line at bottom. (Gray) 

Illinois: Amusement Device. (new) All $10 unused. (Wrisley) 

AD50 2012-13, orange.  

AD51 2013-14, blue.  

AD52 2014-2015, purple pink (effective 8/1/14).  

Illinois: Amusement Device. (new) $10 unused. (Wrisley) 

AD50 2012-13, orange 

AD51 2013-14, blue 

AD52 2014-15, purple pink (magenta)   

Illinois: Real Estate Transfer. (newly confirmed) RE10, $40, orange, “-“ used. (Nelson) 

Illinois: Real Estate Transfer. (new) 1982. RE30A, 50c red, “-“ used. Similar to first 1968 series (denomination in 
color), but with no background dots. Large, serifed serial #. (Nelson) 

Indiana: Intangibles Tax. (new) D56a, imperforate pair, no gum, $40 unused. (Wrisley) 

Indiana: Cigarette Papers. (new) CPP2A (more crude appearance), 1/2c yellow orange, $0.50 used. (Kohtz) 

Iowa: Feed Inspection Tags. (new) FET8a, 100 pounds, black & red, no serial number prefix letter, 5-1/2mm tall 
serial number, $20. (Matesen) 

Iowa: Feed Inspection Tags. (new) FET17c, 100 pounds, black & red, 4-1/2mm tall serial number, brown patch, 
$20. (Matesen) 

Iowa: Feed Inspection Tags. (new) FET17d, 100 pounds, black & red, 4-1/2mm tall serial number, orange patch, 
$20. (Lemon, Wrisley) 

Kansas: Feed Inspection. (new) FE3a, 10 pound, blue, vertical pair with blind roulette between, “-“ unused. 
(Matesen) 

Louisiana: Tobacco. (new) T50d, 5c, red, green card with vertical safety, red roulette, “-“ unused. (Matesen) 

Maine: Tobacco. (new) 1948 series. Specimens with punched hole. $4. (Matesen) 

T18Sa, 1/2c 

T22Sa, 2-1/2c 

T26Sa, 5c 

T28Sa, 10c 

T30Sa, 25c 

T31Sa, 30c 
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T32Sa, 40c (Wrisley, Smiley) 

T33Sa, 60c 

T34Sa, 75c  

Maryland: Music Box. (new) 1951. Metal. Capsule shaped. 159x52-1/2mm. MD0A, black on white. $30 used. 
(Wrisley) 

Maryland: Music Box. (new) 1953. Metal. Capsule shaped. 127x51mm. MD0C, black on metallic. $30 used. 
(Wrisley) 

Maryland: Music Box. (new) Self-adhesive. 47x73mm. MD45, 2002-03, black on brownish orange, $5 used. 
(Frederick) 

Massachusetts: MA C15: (new) C15, orange (2013), $0.50 used.  Design same as C14. (Frederick) 

Michigan: Liquor Seals. (new) 193? “RETAIL PRICE”. (Schaap) Unknown condition, $20. 

LS4A, $1.05 

LS7A, $1.55 

LS8A, $1.75 

LS9C, $2.25 

LS13A, $2.85 

LS13B, $2.95 

Michigan: Cigarettes, Native American. (new) 2014. Heat transfer decal. . CNA3, 20 cigarettes, light green, $3 
used. Design like 2008 cigarette, but “TRIBAL” added (Smiley) 

Minnesota: Feed Tags. (new) FET3, 100lbs, green & red, $50 used. Like FET2, but Chris Heen signature. 
(Matesen) 

Minnesota: Wine. (new) W65f, 48 Containers, black, roul 7-1/2 x 9-1/2, $25 unused. (Kohtz) 

Missouri:  Soft Drinks. (new) SD17A,60c, off white to very lt brown, $20 used. 1933 McGaugh/Nacy series 
design.  

Montana: Eggs. (new) E52C, very dark blue on gold, AA, Large, $30 unused. Like E48-52 series, but “I.P.E.U. 315”. 
(Nelson) 

New Hampshire: Tobacco. (new) T266, 20 cig green “B”, 12x12mm (2013), $0.50 used. Design like T265, but 
two-line control number in taller, central white area. (Frederick) 

New Hampshire: Cigarettes. (new) C3, 20 cig, lt green, $0.50 used. 2014. Heat transfer decal similar to 2007 
tobacco with scalloped shape, but with “20 cigarettes” at bottom, 2-line control number in panel across center, 
and “HEW HAMPSHIRE” micro-printing in border. Design 10-1/2 x 10-1/2; 11-1/2 x 11-1/2 overall.  (Frederick, 
Troutman) 

North Carolina: Linseed Oil. (new) LN12a, 15c, black, thin paper, un-gummed, $25 unused. (Matesen) 

North Dakota: Liquor Meter Stamps. (new) LQM0, 2c, red, “-“ unused. Like LQM 1. (Troutman) 
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North Dakota: Cigarette Meter Stamps. (new) CM1P, proof pair on thin, clear plastic. (Matesen) 

Ohio: Beer. (new) Columbian imperforate. B38A, 1/2c, blue gray, “-1/2 ₵-“, $3 used. (Smiley) 

Ohio: Beer.  (new) Columbian imperforate. B82A, 1-1/2c, pink purple, redrawn?, background diamonds not 
distinct, $3 used. (Smiley) 

Oregon: Music Device. (new) MD18, $1 black & white, $15 used. Design like 1948-49 series, but “1953-54”.  
(Gray) 

Pennsylvania: Bedding. (new) BD15A, orange, roul 6-3/4, $15 used. (Gray) 

Pennsylvania: Cigarette Vending. (new) VC38, 1994, violet, $15 used. (Wrisley) 

South Carolina: Ammunition. (new) (Matesen) 

AM5A, 8c, black, faint safety, $5 unused 

AM7A, 8c, black, “-“ unused 

South Dakota: (new) BW54A, $.50, red, ¼ barrel, $50 used. (Gray) 

Texas: Cigarettes. (new) C84, 20 cigarettes, green, $0.50 used. 2014. Similar to 2010 series, but inscribed border 
an open-sided square, two-line control number, and “20 cigarettes”. Red safety. Design 10-1/2x10-1/2mm. 
12x12mm overall. (Frederick) 

Utah: Beer. (new) (Matesen) 

B15c, 12 oz, light brown, “3.2 PER CENT OF ALCOHOL BY WIEGHT” in black, single line, “-“ used.  

B15d, 12 oz, light brown, “NOT OVER 3.2% BY WEIGHT” in black, single line, “-“ used”.  

Utah: Liquor Seals. (new) LS5P1. Die proof on India, die-sunk on card. (Matesen) 

Utah: Liquor Seals. (new) 1954 series description also add “Horizontal fish-scale safety”. (Matesen) 

LS8a, dark greenish blue (shades) on yellow, stamped “VOID” in red, “-“ unused 

LS8b, dark greenish blue (shades) on yellow, mirror image safety, single hash mark by “H” of UTAH”  “-“ 
unused 

Utah: Beer Labels. (new) BT45a, black, red, blue, white & gold, $3 used. (distinction is BT45 is brown, not gold) 
(Matesen) 

Utah: Beer Labels. (new) (Matesen)  

BT137a, 12 oz, black, red & dull yellow, “-“ used 

BT139a, 22 oz, black, red & dull yellow, “-“ used 

Note added: “The boldness of the black printing in the above series may vary, especially noticeable in the hops 
at left and right. The lighter printing version is less common.”  

Utah: Christmas Tree Tag. (new) CT10, 1969, green, serial #, “-“ used. (Matesen) 

Utah: Cigarettes. (new) C5f, 2c, light blue, inverted perfin, “-“ used. (Matesen) 

Utah: Cigarettes. (new) Like C15. C16A, 2c, gray blue, imperforate, “-“ unused (Matesen) 
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Utah: Cigarettes. (new) Like C36. C35A, 2c, light blue, “-“ used. (Matesen) 

Utah: Cigarettes. (newly confirmed) C53, 20 cig, light purple, 2-1/2mm tall control number, “-“ used. Like 2008? 
series, but white control number panel. (Matesen) 

Utah: Cigarettes. (new) Like C53. C53A, 20 cig, orange, 1-1/2mm tall control #, “-“ used. 11x11mm. (Matesen) 

Virginia: Cigarettes. (new) C13, 20 cigarettes, blue and gray, $0.50 used. 2014. Similar to scalloped-shaped 2001 
series, but without “TAX PAID”. “COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA” microprint in border. Black control number in 
panel with map and pattern of dots. Design 10-1/2x10-1/2mm. 11-1/2x11-1/2mm overall. (Hines) 

Virginia: Cigarettes, State-Local. (new) CL8, 20 cigarettes, orange red, $0.50 used. 2014. Similar to scalloped-
shaped 2001 series, but without “Tax Paid”.  “VIRGINIA & NVCTB”.  “COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA” microprint 
in border. Black control number in panel with map and pattern of dots. Design 10-1/2x10-1/2mm. 11-1/2x11-
1/2mm overall. (Hines) 

Washington: Documentary. (new) D47A, $50, black on gold, “-“ unused. (Matesen) 

Washington: Documentary. (new) D61A, $50, black on gold (1984), $50 used. (Matesen) 

Washington: Electrical Inspection. (new) ELC4, $3, black on orange, “-“ used [“used” for these stamps= on 
document; seldom seen] . (Armstrong) 

Washington: Electrical Inspection. (new) ELC15S, self-adhesive, blue green, 63x50-1/2mm, $10 unused. 
Specimen with manuscript “VOID”. (Smiley, Wrisley) 

Washington: Documentary. (new) D21A, $5 red, $7.50 used. (Matesen) 

Washington: Documentary. (new) D51C, $10 orange, $20 used. (Matesen) 

Washington: Documentary. (new) D51D, $20 reddish pink, $75 used. (Matesen) 

Washington: (new) Bedding. 1935. Label with seal and serial #. 76x102mm. BD1, $10 used. (Matesen) 

Washington: Carnival Electrical Inspection. (newly listed category) CEL1 through CEL14. Self adhesive, 1985-
1998 (“CEL13” 1997 not yet seen) , 51x51-64mm, $10 unused. All but 1985 have serial number. (Smiley, Wrisley) 

CEL1, 1985, green, $15 unused 

CEL2, 1986, blue, $15 unused 

CEL3, 1987, yellow, $15 unused 

CEL4, 1988, white, $15 unused 

CEL5, 1989, light brown, $15 unused 

CEL6, 1990, light pink, $15 unused 

CEL7, 1991, yellow, $15 unused 

CEL8, 1992, red on white, $15 unused 

CEL9, 1993, light blue, $10 unused 

CEL10, 1994, pink, $10 unused 

CEL11, 1995, light violet, $10 unused 
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CEL12, 1996, orange, $10 unused 

CEL14, 1998, purple, $10 unused 

Washington: Gambling. (new) Self-adhesive. “COIN OPERATED DEVICE TAX STAMP”. AD5, 1977-78, black on 
yellow, serial number, 49x31mm. “-“ used. (Matesen) 

Washington: Cigarettes. (new) C14A, 5c red, “-“ used. Like C14, but 15x20mm. (Matesen) 

Washington: Cigarette Meter Stamps. (new) CM1A, 2c, blue black, $4 used. (Matesen) 

Washington: Cigarette Meter Stamps. (new) Specimen pair on thin clear plastic. CM2S, 20 cigarette, purple to 
violet. (Matesen) 

 

CLARIFICATIONS & ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Arkansas: (confirmation) Beer. B48 $2.50 orange, Otho A. Cook, $75 unused. (Matesen) 

Arkansas: Coin Operated Devices. Updates to latter parts of Amusement Machine (AD), and Vending Devices 
(VE). See State Revenue News article by Hermann Ivester to be published. Listing to be attached here also. 

California: (update) Recently uncovered documentation shows AG1-4 were used on watermelons only.  They are 
still not known as evidence of tax/fee paid. (Jackson) 

California: Tomatoes. (clarification) TM147a has “R” at left, and also “D” at right. (Florer, Pruess) 

Florida: Beer, Bottle Caps & Labels. (update) Beer can lids have now been reported with “FLORIDA” inscribed as 
has been previously seen for bottle caps. (Kohtz) 

Florida: Documentary. (update) Note added to 1933 Lee signature series. “Previously listed imperforate varieties 
are believed to be unfinished examples since none have been observed on document. All but the $100 are 
known in a pane of 100. These are scarce.” (Semsrott, Wrisley) 

Georgia: Liquor, Exported. (clarification) EL2c. Horizontal, straight line safety with periodic text 
“ANCHOR/SAFETY PAPER” $10 unused & used. [EL2d will be delisted as ambiguous.] (Gray) 

Idaho: (clarification) ID E69a: listing should more accurately read “lt gray to white” 

Idaho: (update) Beer, B54-56. Earliest date reported now 1949. 

Idaho: (update) Beer, B57-65 and B66-70 (the 2 “OFFICE OF TAX COLLECTOR” series). It may also be true that 
suffix letters are only serifed, or sans serif respectively in the two series. Different style sans serif letters have 
been observed, but not in the same denomination. 

Maine: (update) Beer. Only B1-6 were issued with gum. B8-25 are punch cancelled. (Lesher) 

Michigan: (clarification) Malt. In distinction to green MA18, the color of MA18a might also be described as 
yellowish olive green. Only one MA18a has been observed, and it may also have a more crudely printed 
appearance.  

Mississippi: (confirmed) Fertilizer Tags. Like FTT10. 1915-16 H. E. Blakeslee signature. FET6, 100lbs, black on blue 
gray, $40 used. 68x41mm portion known, w/o patch. (Ivester, Wrisley) 
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Mississippi: T76 also known unused. (Troutman) 

Nevada: (clarification) Documentary. Except for the single and double star 2c, although there are different 
inscribed designs, each denomination has the same design throughout. 

North Carolina: (clarification) Linseed Oil. LN11a, 5c, black, thin paper, ungummed, “-“ unused. (Matesen, 
Troutman) 

Oklahoma:  (update) Cigarettes. C46. Date uncertain. (Matesen) 

Pennsylvania: . (confirmed) Syrups & Soft Drinks. SD28. (Lesher) 

Pennsylvania: (clarification) Bedding. BD10 & BD16. The asterisk in the BD10 description refers to the note after 
BD16. The appearance of the “fork & arrow” design may differ in individual stamps, e.g., primarily horizontal 
lines, and the fork and arrow may be difficult to see. A seal like the inscribed design may also be present in some 
stamps. (Wrisley, Lesher, Troutman) 

South Carolina:  (update) Oysters. There is evidence that the regular and narrow “No.” are pane varieties (true 
at least for OY77 & OY77b). This may be true elsewhere in seafood stamps. (Bilek, Troutman) 

South Carolina: (existence doubted) AM8. (Wrisley) 

Texas: Feed Tags. (clarification) FET13 also has “COLLEGE STATION” and “TEXAS” text shifted right so “O” of 
“COLLEGE” under “E” of “EXPERIMENT”. Also open circle “period” after signature. (Wrisley) 

Texas: Beer. (update) Earliest date reported should now be 1936. (Matesen) 

Texas: Beer. (clarification) B44 probably issued before B43. Earliest date reported for the series beginning with 
B40 should be 1937. (Matesen, Cabot) 

Texas: Texas Citrus Fruit Quarantine: These also exist for the 1930s. (Florer) 

Utah: Liquor Seals, Bottle Labels. (update) The colors of LL6-7 are the same as LL3-5. (Matesen) 

Utah: (confirmed) Cigarettes. C53, 20 cig, lt purple (“black & lavender”), 2-1/2mm tall control #, “-“ used. 
11x11mm. (Matesen) 

Virginia: (update) Documentary Stamps. The earliest date reported for D2 is 1902. (Lesher) 

Washington: Wine. (note added) 1936 series, W7-14. Examples of the 1/5 gal are known printed in several of 
the issued colors with no serial number, and with manuscript issued prefix letters. (Jackson) 

Washington: (clarification) Fruit. 1948 and 1949 series $100. Unsigned does not necessarily mean unused. 
Regarding used examples: FR21, almost all were signed, but only about half were  cancelled. FR23, about one 
half were signed, and few were cancelled. (Matesen) 

Washington: (clarification) Honey. HL40-42. The illustration above HL40 shows the “Skagit” distinction for HL42. 
HL40-41 (larger ones) have “Packed by Skagit…” in blue on white background at bottom. In the latter the U. S. 
Fancy panel also has slightly different wording and layout. (Matesen, Wrisley) 
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Washington: (confirmed) Electrical Inspection. Gummed. Slot perforated 6-3/4. The only denominations known 
unused are 25c and 50c (the 25c is not known used). Used examples known pen, broad marker, or hand-stamp 
cancelled. Considering rarity, the values of specimens are generally $25-50. Legitimate used examples are worth 
$50-100. A new listing will be attached to this update list. (Matesen) 

Washington: Electrical Inspection. (confirmed) ELC10b, red, large defect near thumb in seal. (Matesen) 

Washington:  (update) Motor Vehicle. Although not a listed category, these are worth much more than the $15-
20 stated, rather $100+. 

Washington: (new note) Cigarettes. C6 & C7 exist punched, off card, encased in plastic. (Matesen) 

 


